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								The Telstra Mobile Network
			
			
				
Telstra is Australia’s largest telecommunications company and one of the leading mobile network providers in the country. The company offers a wide range of mobile services, including voice and data plans, as well as mobile broadband and international roaming options.




One of the key features of Telstra‘s mobile network is its extensive coverage. The company boasts that its 4G and 5G networks cover 98.8% of the Australian population, making it the most widely available mobile network in the country. This coverage extends to regional and remote areas, where other mobile networks may not have as strong a presence.




In addition to its coverage, Telstra’s mobile network is also known for its fast speeds. The company’s 4G and 5G networks are capable of delivering high-speed internet access, allowing customers to stream videos, download large files, and use online services without interruption. Telstra’s 5G network, in particular, is capable of delivering faster download speeds than its 4G network, making it ideal for customers who require high-bandwidth services.




To save on your service from Telstra use a Telstra Plus promo code when you order.




Another feature of Telstra’s mobile network is its international roaming options. Telstra customers can use their mobile service in more than 200 countries around the world, with the company offering a range of international roaming plans to suit different needs and budgets.




In terms of customer service, Telstra has a reputation for providing excellent support to its mobile customers. The company offers a range of online resources and support options, including a 24/7 customer service hotline and an online chat service. Telstra also has a large network of retail stores and authorized dealers, where customers can receive hands-on assistance with their mobile service.




Telstra’s mobile network is a reliable and high-performing option for customers in Australia. Its extensive coverage, fast speeds, international roaming options, and excellent customer service make it a popular choice among mobile users in the country.
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								Supermarkets mandate the vaccine
			
			
				
Similar to Coles’ mandatory vaccinations for its staff, Woolworths has issued a blanket ruling that its entire workforce must be vaccinated against COVID-19.




In response to the rise of COVID-19 cases in Australia, some of the country’s largest retailers have announced that they will require almost 300,000 workers to get vaccinations. The company’s goal was to keep stores open while protecting the staff from getting sick.




The mandate covers staff working in the group’s 1200 retail outlets and its large distribution centres.




Wesfarmers has no plans to make it mandatory for new employees to be vaccinated, despite managing director Rob Scott saying that it would be required for existing ones.




The full vaccination requirement will be made mandatory in NSW, Victoria, Northern Territory, South Australia, and Tasmania.




Wesfarmers said that while the company had a responsibility to make its workplaces as safe as possible, it would also encourage states to lift their COVID-19 restrictions.




We take the safety of our team members very seriously, and we are committed to providing them with the best possible work environment.




With more people being able to circulate freely in Victoria, NSW, and Australia, there’s a higher risk of COVID cases being reported in stores.




Coles said the group was helping authorities keep the public safe.




Coles staff in Australia must have received two doses of the measles vaccine by December 17.




Aldi said it would require its employees to get vaccinations.




Aldi said that the company believes that vaccinations for employees are the best way to ensure the safety and welfare of its team members.




The SDA, which represents workers in the retail industry, has requested that rapid antigen testing be considered as another tool to safeguard workers. The union also sought assurances that procedures are in place to handle cases involving medical exemptions.




Woolworths is Australia’s largest food retailer. The company operates 1000 large-scale grocery stores. The company said it would consider any issues regarding how employees would meet the requirement.




To save when you purchase insurance at Woolworths, use a Everyday Insurance coupon code with your policy.
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								Holiday sales slump in the US
			
			
				Back in 2012, the world economy was in a fragile state at the time and whether it slips back into a recession or continues it’s slow recovery was yet to be clear. One indicator that suggested that the economy may continue it’s slow recovery is US holiday sales figures that were released just the previous week.

The figures showed that the US is continuing to experience extremely slow retail sales for the period from October 28th to December 24th. During the same time last year, the sales were up 2 percent.

Sales in 20012 were tempered by a couple of critical factors with the first being Hurricane Sandy. Hurricane Sandy smashed the east coast of the US and prevented shoppers from doing their Christmas shopping.

The second reason was there was concern among the public about the economy in general which made shoppers cautious.

We don’t have the same problems here in Australia. Retail is flat because consumer confidence is slow and traditional retailers are feeling the heat from online stores like Catch of the Day who have been making huge waves in the market by offering great prices and promotions like a Catch of the day coupon.
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								Beginning Boutique makes a name for itself
			
			
				Beginning Boutique is an online store in Australia that has made a big name for itself world wide with one piece of fashion that has caused an uproar worldwide.

The company is behind the very high cut bikini that has sent the internet into meltdown and has attracted criticism from many of fashionistas around the world.



The image of the Heron bottoms from Beginning Boutique costing around $50 has attracted hundreds of thousands of comments as well as thousands of shares.

Many commentators noted how wearing one of these pieces is less intrusive than a pap smear as well as it being similar to a hammock for your vagina.

The company has used all the attention that it has received to highlight a positive message which is to remind women to get check ups for cervical cancer. The company is even going as far as to donate 10% of it’s profit from sales of the product to Pink Ribbon, a breast cancer charity.

To help the cause, make a purchase from Beginning Boutique and use a Beginning Boutique discount code with your purchase.
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								Turtles All The Way Down – A review
			
			
				John Green had huge success with his 2012 Novel called The Fault in Our Stars. The success of this book makes it difficult to follow up however there is no holding back with his next book, Turtles All The Way Down.

Turtles All The Way Down is a book which has done it’s best to appeal to readers with very little fuss. The book follows a very safe recipe of appealing to the sentimental and cliche teen style story lines.

The story is based around life through the eyes of an Indianapolis teenage girl named Aza Holmes who also narrates the story. The story is based around her and her friend Daisy and their search for a billionaire called Russell Pickett. Russell Pickett has gone missing with allegations of fraud and bribery against his name. The reward for finding Russell Picket is $100,000 which appeals to the girls.

As the search begins, Aza meets and starts to fall in love with Russell Picket’s son, Davis. Davis is the typical troubled rich boy who is still finding it hard to come to terms with the death of his mum nine years ago. It turns out that if his father has died then the entire fortune of the estate will go to his pet tuatara. Interesting.

This base builds for a interesting novel with love and action along the way. There book is not perfect but it is a definitely pleasant literature experience.

For a discount on your purchase of Turtles All The Way Down, visit Book Depository and use a Book Depository Coupon with your purchase.
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